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Objectives
You will have mastered the material in this chapter when you can:

Defi ne terms relating to image • 
mapping

List the differences between  • 
server-side and client-side image maps

Name the two components of an • 
image map and describe the steps to 
implement an image map

Distinguish between appropriate and • 
inappropriate images for mapping

Sketch hotspots on an image• 

Describe how the x- and • 
y-coordinates relate to vertical and 
horizontal alignment

Open an image in Paint and use Paint • 
to locate the image map coordinates 

Create a home page • 

Create a table, insert an image • 
into a table, and use the usemap 
attribute to defi ne an image map

Insert special characters into • 
a Web page

Use the <map> </map> tags to start • 
and end a map

Use the <area> tag to indicate the • 
shape, coordinates, and URL for a 
mapped area

Create an external style sheet for • 
styles used across the Web site
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5 Creating an Image Map

Introduction
Many of the Web pages in Chapters 2 through 4 used the <img> tag to add images. In 
Chapter 3, an image also was used as a link back to the home page, by using the <a> </a>
tags to defi ne the image as the clickable element for the link. When an image is used as 
a link, as in Chapter 3, the entire image becomes the clickable element, or hotspot. With 
an image map, the entire image does not have to be clickable. Instead, one or more 
specifi c areas serve as hotspots. An image map is a special type of inline image in which 
you defi ne one or more areas as hotspots. For example, each hotspot in an image map can 
link to another part of the same Web page or to a different Web page. Using an image 
map in this way gives Web page developers signifi cant fl exibility, as well as creative ways 
to include navigation options. Instead of using only text links, a Web page can include an 
image map that highlights key sections of a Web site and allows a user to navigate to that 
section by clicking the appropriate area of the image map.

Project — Bright Idea®

Chapter 5 illustrates how to create an image map with links to other Web pages within the 
Bright Idea Web site. The Bright Idea Web site includes the home page and three addi-
tional Web pages, each linked to the home page using an image map and text links, and 
an e-mail link, as shown in Figure 5–1. In Chapter 5, you will create the home page of the 
Bright Idea Web site (Figure 5–1a) and an external style sheet that is used with all Web 
pages in the site. On this home page, you include a link to the brightidea@isp.com e-mail 
address that opens an e-mail program, as shown in Figure 5–1b. The Web pages shown 
in Figures 5–1c and 5–1d are included in the Data Files for Students. (See the inside back 
cover of this book for instructions on downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact 
your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les.) HTML tags are used 
to create the image map that supports the four clickable areas in the image. One of the key 
features of the Web is its support for graphics, so Web visitors expect to view many images 
on the Web pages that they visit. Images make Web pages more exciting and interesting to 
view and, in the case of image maps, provide a creative navigational tool.
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Figure 5–1

(a) Home page.

(b) E-mail link.

(c)  Information 
page.

(d) Search page.

image map

text links

e-mail link opens 
new e-mail 
message window
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Overview
As you read this chapter, you will learn how to create the Web pages shown in 

Figure 5–1 on the previous page by performing these general tasks:

Enter HTML code into the Notepad++ window.• 
Save the fi le as an HTML fi le.• 
View an image in Microsoft Paint to see image map coordinates.• 
Enter basic HTML tags and add text to the fi le.• 
Insert an image to be used as an image map.• 
Create an image map by mapping hotspots on the image.• 
Create links to the other Web pages and to the home page with a horizontal menu bar.• 
Add special characters to the home page. • 
Create an external style sheet and insert the link into the home page.• 
Save and print the HTML and CSS code.• 
Validate, view, and print the Web pages.• 

General Project Guidelines
As you create Web pages, such as the project shown in Figure 5–1 on the previous page, you 
should follow these general guidelines:

1. Plan the Web site. As always with a multiple-page Web site, you should plan the site 
before you begin to write your HTML code. Refer to Table 1–4 on page HTML 15 for 
information on the planning phase of the Web Development Life Cycle.

2. Analyze the need. In the analysis phase of the Web Development Life Cycle, you should 
analyze what content to include on the Web page. The Web development project in 
Chapter 5 is different from the one completed in other chapters because it contains an 
image map. Part of the analysis phase then includes determining what image to use and 
where to put links within the image map.

3. Choose the image. You need to select an image that has distinguishable areas that 
can be used as links. Not all images are conducive to image mapping, as described in 
the chapter. 

4. Determine what areas of the image map to use as links. Once an appropriate image is 
selected, you need to determine how to divide up the image map for links. You want to 
make sure that your hotspot (link) areas do not spill over into each other.

5. Establish what other links are necessary. In addition to links between the home page 
and secondary Web pages, you need an e-mail link on this Web site. It is a general 
standard for Web developers to provide an e-mail link on the home page of a Web site 
for visitor comments or questions. Additionally, you need to provide links to all other 
Web pages on the Web site (information.html and search.html). 

6. Create the Web page, image map, and links. Once the analysis and design are complete, 
you create the Web pages. Good Web development standard practices should be 
followed, such as utilizing the initial HTML tags as shown in previous chapters, providing 
text links for all hotspots in the image map, and always identifying alt text for images. 

7. Test all Web pages within the Web site. It is important to test your pages to assure that 
they follow XHTML standards. In this book, you use the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) validator to validate your Web pages. Additionally, you should check all content 
for accuracy. Finally, all links (image map hotspots, text links, and page-to-page links 
within the same Web site) should be tested.

When necessary, details concerning the above guidelines are presented at appropriate 
points in the chapter. The chapter also will identify the actions performed and decisions 
made regarding these guidelines during the creation of the Web pages shown in Figure 5–1.

Plan 
Ahead
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Introduction to Image Maps
In this chapter, you use an image map to create four clickable areas within a single menu 
bar image: a link to the home page, an e-mail link, a link to the Information page, and a 
link to the Search page. All four of the clickable areas have a circular shape. Figure 5–2 
shows the four circular clickable areas, each of which encloses a specifi c area. A Web page 
visitor clicking one of the circular-shaped clickable areas will link to an e-mail window or 
to one of the associated Web pages (Home, Information, or Search). 

Using Image Maps
One of the risks in using image maps to provide navigational elements is that if the 

image does not load, a user will not have the ability to navigate to other linked Web pages. 
Another potential issue is that using a large image for an image map can increase the 
amount of time required for pages to download over lower-speed connections. To avoid 
such performance issues, some people turn off the viewing of images when they browse 
Web pages, electing to display only text in their browsers. These users, and users of text-
based browsers, also will not be able to navigate a Web page that relies on an image map. 
For these reasons, a Web page that uses an image map for navigation also should include 
text links to the URLs and refl ect these in the image map, as shown in Figure 5–3a on the 
next page. Using text links in conjunction with the image map ensures that if the image 
does not download or a Web page visitor has images turned off, as shown in Figure 5–3b, 
a user still can navigate to other Web pages using the text links.

Figure 5–2

clickable 
Search link

clickable 
Information 
link

clickable 
Home link

clickable 
E-mail link
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Image maps can enhance the functionality and appeal of Web pages in many ways. 
For example, an image map can be used as an image map button bar, which is a menu 
bar that uses graphical images, as shown in Figure 5–4 and in this chapter’s project. This 
makes the menu bar a more attractive feature of the Web page. 

(a)  Web page with 
images turned on.

Figure 5–3

(b)  Web page with 
images turned off.

image map

text links

text links still 
available

images 
turned off
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Image maps are also utilized to divide a geographical map into hotspots, as shown in 
Figure 5–5. A Web page visitor can click a geographical area on the map and be linked to 
additional information about that location.

Figure 5–4 Image map menu bar.

Figure 5–5 Image map on map Web page.

image map 
menu bar
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A theater may use an image map to show the seating chart of the facility 
(Figure 5–6). You could develop an application that links from the ticket purchase Web 
page to the seating chart image map and allow customers to select their seats. This 
map shows how the various tables are arranged, which helps customers understand the 
 general layout of the theater.

Image maps can be used for many applications. For instance, if you want to create a 
Web site that depicts your vacation travels, you could take a digital picture of your travel 
souvenirs (Figure 5–7a) and use that as an image map, linking personal souvenirs to pho-
tographs (Figure 5–7b) that you took in a particular country that you visited.

Figure 5–6 Image map of theater seating chart.

Image Maps
Image maps are used 
frequently for Web site 
navigation. Many online 
HTML sources address 
the purposes of image 
maps and give sugges-
tions for their use. Review 
the w3schools section 
of the World Wide 
Web Consortium site 
(www.w3schools.com) 
for comprehensive image 
map information.

B
T
W

hotspot link 
for table B-29
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(a)  Image map of 
souvenirs on shelf.

(b)  Picture taken 
during Greece 
vacation.

Figure 5–7

image map 
hotspot links to 
vacation photo 
from Greece

souvenir 
vase from 
Greece
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Server-Side vs. Client-Side Image Maps
Two types of image maps exist: server-side and client-side. In a server-side image 

map, the image is displayed by the client (browser) and implemented by a program that 
runs on the Web server. When a Web page visitor clicks a link on a server-side image 
map, the browser sends the x- and y-coordinates of the mouse click to the Web server, 
which interprets them and then links the visitor to the correct Web page based on those 
 coordinates. Thus, with a server-side image map, the Web server does all the work.

With a client-side image map, the browser does all the work. Most Web  developers 
prefer to work with client-side image mapping, which does not have to send the x- and 
y-coordinates of the mouse click to the Web server to be interpreted. Instead, the coor-
dinates are included in the HTML fi le along with the URL to which to link. When a 
 visitor to a Web page clicks within a client-side image map, the browser processes the data 
 without interaction with the Web server.

One advantage of server-side image mapping is that most, if not all, browsers 
 support server-side image maps, while some older browsers do not support client-side 
image maps. Server-side image maps have disadvantages, however. They require addi-
tional software in order to run on a Web server. This requires that the server adminis-
trator maintain and update the server software on a regular basis. Also, an image map 
available on a particular Web site’s server must be registered to the server before it can 

Figure 5–8 Floor plan can be used as image map.

create 
rectangular 
hotspot from 
bedroom 2

There are real estate applications in which an image map of the house fl oor plan 
is used (Figure 5–8). This map allows a potential customer to click a hotspot of a par-
ticular room in the house in order to see pictures or get additional information about 
that room. Using an image map like this gives people the opportunity to view for sale 
houses online.

Server-Side vs. 
Client-Side Image Maps
Web sites exist that 
provide information 
about server-side versus 
client-side image maps. 
To see an example of how 
image maps can be used 
for Web pages and which 
type is more effi cient, use 
a search engine to search 
for the terms “server-side 
image maps” and 
“client-side image maps”.

B
T
W

Server-Side Image 
Maps
When a hotspot on an 
image map is clicked, 
a special image map 
program that is stored 
on the Web server is run. 
In addition, the browser 
also sends the x- and 
y-coordinates to the Web 
server for the position 
of the link on the image 
map. Most, if not all, 
browsers support 
server-side image maps.

B
T
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Creating an Image Map
An image map consists of two components: an image and a map defi nition that defi nes 
the hotspots and the URLs to which they link. 

Selecting Images
Not all images are appropriate candidates for image mapping. An appropriate 

image, and a good choice for an image map, is one that has obvious visual sections. The 
United States map image shown in Figure 5–9a on the next page, for example, has dis-
tinct, easy-to-see sections, which serve as ideal hotspots. A user easily could select an 
individual area on the map to link to more information about each region. The image in 
Figure 5–9b, however, would not be a good choice because the boundaries of the states are 
indistinct.

Understand the image map process.
Before inserting the graphical and color elements on a Web page, you should plan how you 
want to format them. By effectively utilizing graphics and color, you can call attention to 
important topics on the Web page without overpowering it. Creating a client-side image 
map for a Web page is a four-step process: 

1. Select an image to use as an image map. Not all images are appropriate for good image 
mapping. Those images without distinct boundaries are not easy to map. Besides causing 
diffi culty to the Web developer to fi nd the points to plot, nondistinct areas make it 
diffi cult for visitors to see where one link might end and another begins. When choosing 
an image to map, choose wisely.

2. Sketch in the hotspots on the image. It is sometimes good to print a copy of the image 
and draw the hotspot areas on top of the paper image. You can then take that hard 
copy and review it while working with the image in the image editing software. When 
sketching (either on paper or in the software), determine what shapes (i.e., circle, 
rectangle, or polygon) make sense for the specifi c area that you want to link. Based on 
this determination, start the next step of plotting those areas on the image.

3. Map the image coordinates for each hotspot. This chapter explains what x- and 
y-coordinates you need to provide for every linkable area. One thing to consider is 
making sure that the linkable areas do not run over one another. This overrun ends up 
confusing your Web site visitors because they think they will link to one area, and the 
coordinates take them somewhere else.

4. Create the HTML code for the image map. Writing HTML code for an image map is 
different from anything that you have done thus far in the book. When you create an 
image map, you fi rst insert the image itself and then identify the name of the map that 
you use later in the HTML code. Further down in the code, you actually use that name 
and identify the map areas that form the boundaries around the hotspot.

Plan 
Ahead

be used. Although this process is simple, it must be done. Further, all changes to that 
registered image map must be coordinated on the Web server, which does not allow for 
quick updates. Client-side image maps help reduce the load on the Web server, generally 
 download faster, and provide faster response when a user clicks a link. In this chapter’s 
project, you will create a client-side image map with four links on the home page of the 
Bright Idea Web site. You will learn more about client- and server-side image maps later 
in the chapter.

Images
Not all images are 
appropriate for image 
mapping. An appropriate 
image has obvious visual 
sections that can be easily 
divided into clickable 
areas. An inappropriate 
image does not have 
obvious visual sections and 
therefore is not a good 
choice as an image map.

B
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Sketching the Borders of Hotspots
After an appropriate image is selected for the image map, the next step is to 

sketch the hotspots (clickable areas) within the image. Figure 5–10 shows an example 
of an image map with the borders of the hotspots sketched on the image. A map of 
Europe is used, with two countries (Spain and Sweden) defi ned as hotspots. The image 
map thus will include a hotspot for two countries, each of which can link to a different 
Web page.

(a)  Appropriate image 
to map.

(b)  Inappropriate 
image to map.

Figure 5–9

states can be 
selected easily
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Figure 5–11 shows an enlarged version of the Bright Idea menu bar image. It is 
made larger in this screenshot so that it is easier to show how you can sketch hotspots on 
this particular image. This menu bar image, menubar.jpg, is used as the image map in this 
chapter, and is shown here with the hotspots sketched in. The image is included in the 
Data Files for Students. Four circular shapes (labeled as Home, E-mail, Information, and 
Search) are defi ned as hotspots, which will link to an e-mail window or the Web pages that 
contain information about each option. The process of mapping the image coordinates for 
each hotspot is based on this initial sketch. The four icons used in this image menu bar are 
easily recognizable. The fi rst link, Home, uses an icon that shows an outline of a house. 
This is commonly used for home page links on the Web. The second icon, an envelope, 
is also commonly used to depict an e-mail link. The third icon is a lowercase “i” which is 
often used for an Information link. The fourth icon is a magnifying glass, a symbol often 
used to depict a Search link.

Figure 5–10 Sketched areas for image map hotspots.

Figure 5–11 Sketched circular areas to be used as hotspots.

Home link 
indicated by 
icon of a home

E-mail link 
indicated by icon 
of an envelope

Information 
link indicated 
by icon of “i”

Search link 
indicated by icon of 
a magnifying glass

countries 
can be 
mapped as 
hotspots
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Mapping Image Coordinates
After you have determined how to divide the image into hotspot areas, you must 

determine the x- and y-coordinates for each of the sections. The x- and y-coordinates are 
based on a position relative to the x- and y-axes. The x-axis runs horizontally along the base 
of the image, while the y-axis runs vertically along the left of the image. The top-left corner 
of an image thus is the coordinate point (0,0), as shown in Figure 5–12. The fi rst number 
of a coordinate pair is the x-coordinate, and the second number is the y-coordinate. 
Figure 5–12 shows the starting (0,0) x- and y-coordinates in a Paint window that contains 
the image menubar.jpg. The y-coordinate numbers increase as you move the mouse 
pointer down the image, and the x-coordinate numbers increase as you move the mouse 
pointer to the right on the image. As you move the mouse pointer, the coordinates of its 
position as it relates to the image are displayed on the status bar.

You can use a simple or a sophisticated image editing or paint program to determine 
the x- and y-coordinates of various image points. In this project, the Paint program is used 
to fi nd the x- and y-coordinates that you will use in the map defi nition that divides a single 
image into several areas.

Figure 5–12

coordinate
point (0,0)

x-, y-coordinates
(0,0) on status bar
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For a rectangular map area, you use the coordinates of the top-left and the 
 bottom-right corners. For example, as shown in Figure 5–14a on the next page, the 
rectangle’s x- and y-coordinates are (46,35) for the top-left corner and (137,208) for the 
bottom-right  corner. You use “rect” as the value for the shape attribute for rectangles. For 
a circular map area, you use the center point and the radius as the coordinates. The x- and 
y-coordinates of the center point of the circle in Figure 5–14a are (308,113). If the mouse 
pointer is moved along the y-axis (113) to the border of the circle, the x-axis is 380. The 
radius can be calculated by subtracting the x-axis value of the center point (308) from the 
x-axis value of the circle’s right border (380), which gives a radius of 72 (380 2 308). For 
circles, you use “circle” as the value for the shape attribute. For a polygonal map area, you 
must use the coordinates for each corner of the shape. For example, in Figure 5–14a, the 
polygon has fi ve corners with the coordinates (78,309), (183,251), (316,262), (317,344), 
and (136,402). For polygonal shapes, you use “poly” as the value for the shape attribute. 
Figure 5–14b shows how you would use those x- and y-coordinates in the map statements 
needed to defi ne these three shapes as clickable areas.

Map areas can use one of three shapes: rectangle, circle, or polygon. These shapes 
are shown in Figure 5–13. To defi ne a map area of an image, you must determine the 
x- and y-coordinates for that shape and then insert the coordinates for the various map 
shapes in the HTML code.

Figure 5–13

rectangle

circle

polygon
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In the Bright Idea image (menubar.jpg), the image map will use four circular shapes 
for the four hotspots, as sketched in Figure 5–11 on page HTML 245. Clickable areas are 
mapped in circular shapes enclosing the following areas: Home, E-mail, Information, 
and Search.

Coding the Map
The fi nal step in creating an image map is writing the HTML code for the map. To 

create a client-side image map, the tags <map> </map> and <area> are used. The map start 
tag (<map>) and map end tag (</map>) create the client-side image map. The <area> tag 
defi nes the specifi c areas of the map and the links and anchors for those areas. The x- and 
y-coordinates for each map area are inserted into the <area> tag with the coords attribute, 
within quotation marks and separated by commas. The HTML tags, attributes, and values 
needed to code the map are discussed later in this chapter.

(a)  Shapes with 
coordinates.

<map name=“shapes” id=“shapes”>

<area shape=“rect” coords=“46,35,137,208” href=” “ alt=” “ />

<area shape=“circle” coords=“308,113,72” href=” “ alt=” “ />

<area shape=“poly” coords=“78,309,183,251,316,262,317,344,136,402”

href=” “ alt=” “ />

</map>

(b)  HTML code to map 
shapes.

Figure 5–14

rectangular shape
coordinates

circle radius

circle edge
coordinates

circle center
coordinates

polygonal shape
coordinates
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Using Paint to Locate X- and Y-Coordinates
As you have learned, you can use a simple or a sophisticated image editing or paint 
 program to determine the x- and y-coordinates of various points on an image. In this 
chapter, the Paint program is used to fi nd the x- and y-coordinates used in the map 
 defi nition that divides a single image into several areas. 

Working with the image.
In order to determine the x- and y-coordinates for image map points, you need to open the 
image in the chosen software tool.

Select a software tool. • Computers running the Windows operating system already 
have an image editing tool available, Paint. This chapter shows you how to work with 
your image within Paint. For other suggested editing software products, see Table 5–2 
on page HTML 254.

Edit the image. • It is sometimes necessary to alter the image before using it on the 
Web page (you may want to resize it or reposition it). Paint also gives you the image 
dimensions (i.e., width and height) you need for the <img> tag.

Make other changes to the image• . In Paint, you can make other changes to the image 
such as fl ipping the image horizontally or vertically, or altering the colors of the 
image. Other graphic editing software options provide a variety of tools to alter an 
image slightly or signifi cantly.

Plan 
Ahead

To Start Paint

The following steps illustrate how to start Paint.

Click the Start button on • 
the taskbar.

Point to All Programs on the Start • 
menu, click Accessories on the 
All Programs submenu, and then 
point to Paint on the Accessories 
submenu (Figure 5–15).

Click Paint. • 

1

Figure 5–15

Accessories
command

Paint
command

Start button

All
Programs
menu
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If necessary, click • 
the Maximize button 
on the right side of 
the title bar to maxi-
mize the window 
(Figure 5–16).

Do all computers 
running Windows 
include Paint?

Yes, Paint should 
be included with all 
Windows operating 
systems. 

How can I fi nd out 
more about using 
Paint? 

The Paint Help utility 
is quite good. You can 
search for informa-
tion using its Search 
option or  Index. Paint 
Help gives step-by-
step instructions for 
many tasks. 

2

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

Figure 5–16

The Paint Window
The Paint window contains several elements similar to the document windows in 

other applications. The main elements of the Paint window are the drawing area, the 
Home tab on the Ribbon, the Paint button, the Tools area, the Colors area, and the status 
bar, as shown in Figure 5–16.

Drawing area — The drawing area is where the image is displayed.

Home tab — The Home tab on the Ribbon holds tools and commands most frequently 
used to create and edit images. 

Paint button — The Paint button to the left of the Home tab contains a drop-down 
arrow to access functions such as Open, Save, and Print that were on the File menu in 
 earlier versions of Windows.

Tools area — The Tools area on the Home tab displays tools that are used to edit or 
draw an image. In this project, the Pencil tool in the Tools area is used to fi nd the x- and 
y-coordinates of the menu bar image.

Colors area — The Colors area on the Home tab displays a palette of colors that can be 
used to set the colors of the foreground, the background, or other elements in a drawing.

Status bar —The status bar displays the coordinates of the center of the mouse pointer at 
its current position on the image.

Paint
button

Home tab on Ribbon

Tools
area

Colors area

drawing
area

status bar

Paint Help
The Help feature of Paint 
can answer your questions 
about the use of this 
popular tool. Paint can be 
used to identify the x- and 
y-coordinates in an image 
used as an image map. It 
also can be used to create 
images that are used as 
image maps.
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To Open an Image File in Paint

The image fi le (menubar.jpg) used for the image map in this chapter is stored in the Data Files for Students. 
This image is a menu bar that includes circular icons (from left to right) that are used for the following navigation 
functions: Home, E-mail, Information, and Search. The following step illustrates how to open an image fi le in Paint.

With a USB drive plugged into • 
your computer, click the Paint 
button arrow and then click Open.

If Computer is not displayed in • 
the left-hand navigation window, 
scroll until Computer is displayed.

Click Computer to display a list of • 
available drives.

If necessary, scroll until UDISK 2.0 (G:) • 
or your drive appears in the list of 
available drives.

Double-click the drive, then double-• 
click the Chapter05 folder, and then 
double-click the ChapterFiles folder 
in the list of available folders.

Click the menubar.jpg image, and • 
then click the Open button in the 
Open dialog box to display the 
 image that will be used for image 
mapping in this chapter, as shown 
in Figure 5–17.

1

Figure 5–17

Locating X- and Y-Coordinates of an Image
The next step is to locate the x- and y-coordinates of the areas that should be 

mapped on the image. As shown in Figure 5–18, the image map should include four click-
able circular areas that will link to other Web pages. For each of the four linkable map 
areas, the center x- and y-coordinate pair must be determined fi rst. You then locate a point 
on the circumference of the circle to determine the circle radius.

Figure 5–18

menubar.jpg open
in Paint window

image width
and height

size of 
image fi le

sketch lines in red show 
where the hotspots will 
be located
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As you have learned, the x- and y-coordinates begin with (0,0) in the top-left corner 
of the image, as shown in Figure 5–12 on page HTML 246. As stated previously, moving 
the mouse pointer to the right (horizontally) increases the x-coordinate, and moving the 
mouse pointer down (vertically) increases the y-coordinate. Because the four clickable 
areas in the menu bar image sketched in red on the menubar.jpg image are circular, the 
map defi nition must include the x- and y-coordinate of the center of each circular shape. 
You then fi nd a point on the edge of the circle and determine the radius of the circle. 
Those three numbers (x, y of center + radius) defi ne the hotspot of the circular shape. 

Table 5–1 shows the x- and y-coordinates for the four circular-shaped map areas. The 
fi rst number is the x-coordinate, and the second number is the y-coordinate. For example, 
the Home circle consists of one pair of x- and y-coordinates in the center of the Home circle 
together with the number that depicts the circle radius. The fi rst x-coordinate is 35 and the 
fi rst y-coordinate is 18. You then fi nd a point on the circumference of the circle, which gives 
you the next x-coordinate in the Home map shape. That x-coordinate point on the edge of 
the circle is 50, which makes the radius of that circle 15 (i.e., 50 2 35). For each circle, you fi nd 
the x- and y-coordinates of the center of the circle. You then locate a point on the circumfer-
ence of the circle, which will give you the radius. Notice that the radius (15) of each circular 
shape is the same (Table 5–1) because the four circular shapes are all the same size. These 
x- and y-coordinates are used in the <area> tag to create the map defi nition for the image map.

If necessary, click the Pencil button • 
in the Tools area (Figure 5–19).

1

Table 5–1 Circle Center X- and Y-Coordinates and Circle Radius

Location                        Coordinates and Radius

Home 35,18,15

E-mail 71,18,15

Information 107,18,15

Search 144,18,15

To Locate X- and Y-Coordinates of an Image

The following steps illustrate how to locate the x- and y-coordinates of the boundary points of each  clickable 
circular area by moving the mouse pointer to the various points to see the x- and y-coordinates of those points. 
Although you do not need to record the coordinates for this project, you generally would do that. In this case 
though, you will compare the coordinates with those shown in Table 5–1, which lists the exact coordinates used in 
the <area> tags for this project.

Figure 5–19

Pencil tool
selected
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Move the mouse pointer to the • 
center of the Home icon circle 
and note the x- and y-coordinates 
for that point, as indicated in 
the  status bar. Move the mouse 
 until the coordinates read (35,18) 
(Figure 5–20a). (Do not click the 
mouse button.)

Move the mouse pointer along • 
the x-axis of the Home icon. The 
coordinates should read (50,18) 
(your coordinates may differ 
slightly), as indicated on the 
 status bar (Figure 5–20b). (Do not 
click the mouse button.) Calculate 
the  radius of the circle by sub-
tracting the initial x- coordinate 
found in Figure 5–20a (35) 
from the  x- coordinate found in 
Figure 5-20b (50). The radius is 
therefore 15. The three coordi-
nates to be used for this circular 
hotspot are 35,18,15, as shown in 
Table 5–1.

Move the mouse pointer to the • 
center and edge of the three 
other circular shapes (E-mail, 
Information, and Search) hotspots 
on the menu bar image by following the x- and y-coordinates in 
Table 5–1 on page HTML 252.

After you have fi nished, click the Close button on the right side of the title bar. If prompted, do not save any changes • 
to the fi le.

I am not sure of the purpose of this exercise because the coordinates are already given to us for the project. Why am 
I doing these steps using Paint?

For the purpose of the project, the coordinates are given. The normal image mapping process, however,  consists of: 
 fi nding an appropriate image, sketching out where you think the boundaries will be, and fi nding the coordinates on 
your own using a software tool that shows that information. The purpose of this exercise is to become familiar with 
 using Paint to fi nd the coordinates.

I notice that in addition to the Pencil tool, I can use the Free-Form Select and the Select tools to show the x- and 
y-coordinates on the status bar. Is it okay to use them?

It is fi ne to use any of the three tools for this purpose. You are only trying to see the x- and y-coordinates for the 
hotspot areas.

I Experiment

Play with the Image and Colors areas on the Home tab. They give you many options to alter the image. Make sure to • 
save the fi le with a different fi le name so that the image fi le included in the Data Files for Students folder remains 
untouched. 

2

Q
&

A
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(a) Getting center coordinates. (b)  Getting edge coordinate 
(radius).

Figure 5–20

Pencil tool 
positioned 
in center of 
Home hotspot

x-, y-coordinates 
35,18 in center of 
Home hotspot

Pencil tool 
positioned on 
edge center of 
Home hotspot

x-, y-coordinates 
of the edge of 
the Home hotspot 
circular shape
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Other Software Tools
Although Paint allows you to identify the coordinates for a map area manually, there 

are dedicated image map software tools that can simplify this process (see Table 5–2). 
These tools allow you to click the image to defi ne the clickable areas of the image map 
and then automatically generate the x- and y-coordinates and HTML code needed for the 
image map. If possible, download one of the software tools listed in Table 5–2 and use that 
software to map the clickable areas in the menubar.jpg image. As further practice, open 
the fi le shapecoord.gif found in the Chapter05\ChapterFiles folder of the Data Files for 
Students in Paint (Figure 5–21) and use your mouse pointer to identify the coordinates to 
map the clickable areas in the shapecoord.gif image. You also could experiment with using 
one or more of the tools in Table 5–2 to map clickable areas in the image.

Table 5–2 Image Map Software Tools

Tool Platform

Mapedit Windows, UNIX, Mac OS

CoffeeCup Image Mapper Windows

Imaptool Linux/X-Window

Figure 5–21

Graphics Software
Many graphics tools are 
available for advanced 
image creation and 
maintenance. One of 
the more popular tools 
is Adobe Photoshop. 
Photoshop allows you to 
create images that can 
be used as image maps 
or crop sections out of 
existing images. 
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Creating the Home Page
Before the image map can be added to the home page of the Bright Idea Web site, the 
home page must be created. The home page includes a borderless table, a logo image, 
and paragraphs of text. At the bottom of the home page, a table of text links is inserted. 
The text links allow the Web page visitor to navigate to the home page, an e-mail link, 
 the information.html Web page, and the search.html Web page. 

To Start Notepad++

 Click the Start button on the Windows taskbar to display the Start menu.

  Click All Programs at the bottom of the left pane on the Start menu to display the All 
Programs list.

 Click Notepad++ in the All Programs list.

 Click Notepad++ in the list to display the Notepad++ window.

  If the Notepad++ window is not maximized, click the Maximize button on the Notepad++ 
title bar to maximize it.

 Click View on the menu bar.

 If the Word wrap command does not have a check mark next to it, click Word wrap.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Starting the home page.
Just as with the other projects in previous chapters, you need to review good Web 
 development standards before you start a new Web page. 

Use the HTML structure tags required. • You will validate your Web pages for this 
project, so make sure that you use the HTML tags needed to make the page XHTML 
compliant. This includes using the <meta> tag and a DOCTYPE statement.

Copy what you can. • In earlier chapters, you copied HTML code from one completed 
page to another to make it easier. You should do the same in this project. Once a Web 
page is validated, you know that the initial HTML tags are correct. It makes sense then 
to copy/paste those lines of code to the next Web page fi le. If you are utilizing the 
same menu bar throughout a Web site, it also makes sense to copy that code from one 
Web page to another.

Plan 
Ahead

To Enter Initial HTML Tags to Defi ne the Web Page Structure

To create the home page, you will start Notepad++ and enter the initial HTML tags 
to defi ne the overall structure of the Web page, as shown in Table 5–3 on the next page. 
Notice that one additional line of code is added to this section of code. Line 10 is the link 
statement that links the external style sheet named styles5.css to the Web page. You will 
create the external style sheet later in this project.
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  Enter the HTML code shown in Table 5–3. Press ENTER at the end of each line. If you make 
an error as you are typing, use the BACKSPACE key to delete all the characters back to and 
including the incorrect characters, and then continue typing.

 Position the insertion point on the blank line 16 (Figure 5–22).

  Compare what you typed to Figure 5–22. If you notice errors, use your mouse pointer or 
ARROW keys to move the insertion point to the right of each error and use the BACKSPACE 
key to correct the error.

1

2

3

Table 5–3 HTML Code to Defi ne Web Page Structure

Line HTML Tag and Text

1 <!DOCTYPE html

2 PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”

3 “http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd”>

4

5 <html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>

6 <head>

7 <meta http-equiv=”Content-Type” content=”text/html;charset=utf-8” />

8 <title>Bright Idea</title>

9

10 <link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”styles5.css” />

11

12 </head>

13

14 <body>

15

16

17 </body>

18 </html>

Figure 5–22

insertion point 
on line 16

link statement 
included for 
external style 
sheet styles5.css
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To Save an HTML File

With the initial HTML code for the Bright Idea home page entered, you should 
save the fi le. Saving the fi le frequently ensures you won’t lose your work. Saving a fi le in 
Notepad++ also adds color to code that can help you identify different elements more easily.

  With a USB fl ash drive connected to one of the computer’s USB ports, click File on the 
Notepad++ menu bar and then click Save. 

 Type brightidea.html in the File name text box (do not press ENTER).

 Click Computer in the left-hand navigation pane to display a list of available drives.

  If necessary, scroll until UDISK 2.0 (G:) or the name of your storage device is displayed in 
the list of available drives.

 Open the Chapter05\ChapterFiles folder.

  Click the Save button in the Save As dialog box to save the fi le on the USB fl ash drive in 
the Chapter05\ChapterFiles folder with the name brightidea.html.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Creating a Table
The next task in developing the home page is to create a centered, borderless table 

with one row and three columns, as shown in Figure 5–23. The fi rst data cell contains the 
image brightidealogo.jpg. The second data cell contains an <h1> heading with the com-
pany name Bright Idea. The third cell contains the special character that is the registered 
trademark symbol. You learn more about inserting special characters later in the chapter.

The three cells of the table are created using <td> tags that create table data cells. 
As you learned in Chapter 4, the <td> tag aligns the contents of a cell in the center of the 
cell vertically and to the left horizontally, by default. As shown in Figure 5–23, the table 
should use a vertical alignment so the contents of all cells are aligned with the top of 

Figure 5–23

Bright Idea logo – 
column 1

registered trademark 
symbol – column 3

Bright Idea heading – 
column 2

image map with 
four buttons that 
are used as links

four text links separated 
by special characters

paragraphs 
of text

image used 
as bullets
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the cell. The HTML code thus should use a <tr> tag with the valign="top" attribute to 
create a table row that uses vertical alignment. Using this tag eliminates the need to set 
each table data cell to use vertical alignment.

To Create a Table

Table 5–4 shows the code to insert a table to hold the company logo.

Table 5–4 HTML Code to Insert Company Logo

Line HTML Tag and Text

16 <table style=”margin-left: auto; margin-right: auto”>

17  <tr>

18  <td>

19   <img src=”brightidealogo.jpg” width=”97” height=”100” 
alt=”Bright Idea logo” />

20  </td>

21

22  <td>

23  <h1>Bright Idea</h1>

24  </td>

The following step creates a borderless table, with a table row that uses vertical 
alignment.

  With the insertion point on line 16, enter the HTML code, aligning as shown in Table 5–4, 
and press the ENTER key twice to position the insertion point on line 26 (Figure 5–24).

What happens when you set the margin-left and margin-right properties to auto?

Setting these properties to auto is how you center a table.

1

Q
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Figure 5–24

insertion point on 
line 26

fi rst two columns 
of one-row table

initial HTML 
tags
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Inserting Special Characters
The next step in creating the home page is to add the registered trademark symbol, 

as shown in Figure 5–23 on page HTML 257. The registered trademark symbol (®) is 
one of the Special Characters found in Appendix F. You use the &reg; entity to display the 
registered trademark symbol. These predefi ned entity characters enhance the content on 
the Web pages that you create. A registered trademark symbol is a distinctive indicator 
used by an individual, a business organization, or another type of legal entity to identify 
that the products or services with which the trademark appears originate from a unique 
source. This symbol indicates that the trademark has been federally registered. This 
symbol differs from the ™ (trademark) symbol in that the ™ symbol is one in which the 
individual or business either has a pending federal trademark application or they are sim-
ply claiming the rights to the mark. The entity for the ™ symbol is &trade, as found in 
Appendix F. 

You insert the &reg; entity in the third data cell of the table above. If you try to 
insert this symbol within the <h1> heading, the size of the symbol is the same as the head-
ing size, which is too large (Figure 5–25a). If you try to insert the ® symbol just after the 
</h1> tag, it moves the symbol to a new line (Figure 5–25b). The best way is to insert this 
symbol in its own data cell in the table.

Figure 5–25

(a)

(b)

Also, in the fi rst paragraph of text on the home page, you want to add quotation 
marks to your text by adding the &quot; special character entity (see Appendix F). There 
are some browsers that may display the quotation marks if you insert the quotation marks 
themselves. In your Web development though, you need to account for browsers that 
would not display them unless you use the &quot; symbol. 

registered trademark 
symbol moved to next line

registered 
trademark symbol 
is too large

Using Special 
Characters
Some characters are 
reserved in HTML. If 
you want the browser 
to actually display these 
characters, you must insert 
the character entities 
in the HTML source. For 
example, you cannot use 
the greater than or less 
than signs within your 
text because the browser 
could mistake them for 
markup. You therefore use 
the special characters &gt; 
(greater than) and &lt; 
(less than) to display those 
characters. 
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To Insert a Special Character

The following step inserts a registered trademark symbol.

Figure 5–26

Inserting an Image to Use as an Image Map
The next step in creating the home page is to add the image, described in Table 5–5, 

which is used as the image map. The image, menubar.jpg, is stored in the Data Files for 
Students. This image consists of four circular icons that can be used as hotspots. Each icon 
has a picture of navigation function: Home, E-mail, Information, and Search. They are 
commonly used standards to identify navigation.

Table 5–5 shows the attributes associated with the <img> tag. The usemap  attribute, 
a client-side image map, is what you use in this project. A client-side image map is an 
image map that is run by the browser (the client) rather than by a CGI script on the 
Web server. You provide all the information required to run the map, the image, and 
the hotspot coordinates in your HTML document. The map’s functions are provided on 
the client’s side, rather than on the server’s side. When a visitor clicks a hotspot on the 
image map, the browser opens the corresponding URL.

A server-side image map uses CGI scripts to make the map work. The ismap  attribute 
tells the browser to send the coordinates of the user mouse click directly to an associated map 
fi le on the server. If you look in Appendix C, Accessibility Standards and the Web, you will see 
that there is a reason to use client-side image maps instead of server-side image maps from 
a usability standpoint. The guideline in §1194.22(f ) states, “ Client-side image maps shall be 
provided instead of server-side image maps except where the regions cannot be defi ned with 
an available geometric shape.” Also, the WAI Guidelines address this issue in guideline 9.1 
where it says, “Provide client-side image maps instead of server-side image maps except 
where the regions cannot be defi ned with an available geometric shape.”

Image Map Tutorials
Many great resources 
are available on the Web 
that discuss image maps. 
For more information 
about tutorials, search 
for the term “image map 
tutorials” with any good 
search engine.
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With the  insertion • 
point on line 26, press 
the TAB key twice and 
type <td>&reg; and 
then press the 
ENTER key.

Type•  </td> and 
then press the  ENTER 
key.

Press•  SHIFT-TAB once to 
move back a tab and 
type </tr> and then 
press the ENTER key.

Press • SHIFT-TAB to 
move back to the left 
margin and type 
</table> and press 
the ENTER key twice to 
position the cursor on 
line 31, as shown in 
Figure 5–26.

1

insertion point on 
line 31

registered trademark 
symbol inserted in 
third column (cell)
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The Bright Idea home page will use a client-side image map. The HTML code 
to add the image thus will use attributes of the <img> tag — src, width, height, and 
usemap — as follows:

<img src=  ”menubar.jpg” width=”181” height=”37” alt=”Bright 
Idea menu” usemap=”#menubar” />

where the src attribute identifi es the image, and the width and height attributes defi ne the 
image size.

The usemap attribute indicates to the browser which client-side image map will be 
used for that image. The client-side image map is placed within the <map> tag and defi nes 
the x- and y-coordinates of the areas on the image being used for the image map. When 
adding the image to use as an image map, the value of the usemap attribute — in this 
case, usemap="#menubar" — indicates that the browser should use the image map named 
menubar as its image map source.

Table 5–5 Tag Attributes Used to Create Image Maps

Tag Attribute  Function

<img> usemap
ismap

• Indicates the URL of a client-side image map 
• Indicates a server-side image map

To Insert an Image to Use as an Image Map

The following step shows how to insert an image to use for the image map.

If necessary, click line 31.• 

Type • <div style=”text-align: 
center”> and then press the 
 ENTER key.

Press the • TAB key once and type 
<img src=”menubar.jpg”
width=”181” height=”37” 
alt=”Menu bar” usemap=
”#menubar” /> and then press 
the ENTER key.

Press • SHIFT+TAB to move back to the left margin, type </div>, and then press the ENTER key twice (Figure 5–27).

I do not understand the purpose of the usemap attribute. Can you explain it?

The usemap attribute is what identifi es the image with the map that will be inserted at the end of this Web page. The 
value (i.e., #menubar) in the usemap attribute tells the browser that this is an image map, and that it needs to look at 
the <map> tag name and id with that name (menubar) for the mapping.

If I want to speed up the download of a large image, can I change the dimensions of the image using the width and 
height attributes to make it smaller?

Although you can do this, you should not. Making a change to an image with these attributes still forces the browser to 
download the entire image and then display it as you indicate in the width and height attributes. If you want to speed 
up the download by making the image smaller, you should use Paint (or some other image editing software) to change 
the dimensions and then save the image. In Paint, use the Resize button in the Image group on the Home tab.
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Figure 5–27

insertion point on 
line 35

inserted 
centered 
image to 
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as image 
map

Image Width 
and Height
As you have learned in 
earlier projects, specifying 
the width and height 
attributes helps improve 
page loading time. 
By identifying these 
attributes in the HTML 
code, the browser does 
not have to determine the 
width and height of the 
image.
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To Add a Header and Paragraphs of Text 

Now you add the header and paragraphs of text for the home page. An h2 heading 
would be too large, so you use an inline style to set the text to large. You use the &quot; 
special character entity to add quotation marks to your text. The HTML code for this text 
is shown in Table 5–6. 

The following steps show how to enter the tags for the heading and paragraphs of text.

 If necessary, click line 35.

 Enter the HTML code shown in Table 5–6 and then press the ENTER key twice (Figure 5–28).

I Experiment

Take out the &quot; in front of and after the words “bright idea” in the fi rst paragraph and • 
put in regular quotation marks and save the fi le. Open the fi le in your browser to see if the 
quotation marks display. Depending on your browser, this may or may not show 
quot ation marks. That is why using the &quot; entity is better.

1

2

Table 5–6 HTML Code for a Header and Paragraphs 

Line HTML Tag and Text

35 <p style=”font-size: large; text-align: center”>Welcome to Bright Idea</p>

36

37 <p>Bright Idea is a family-owned business that has been serving the 
needs of entrepreneurs and innovators for over forty years. Our first 
&quot;bright idea&quot; was to gather together pioneering individuals who 
wanted to share their thoughts, get feedback on new ideas, and help other 
inventive people.</p>

38

39 <p>We advise clients on a wide range of creative endeavors. We have over 
200 patents registered today with another 20 in process. Our clients have 
created new and innovative businesses, services, tools, safety devices, 
and engineering models.</p>

Figure 5–28

inline style for font 
and alignment

Web page header 
in large font

insertion point on 
line 41

two paragraphs 
of text
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To Add a Title and an Unordered List 

The home page also contains a section title and an unordered (bullet) list that 
 identifi es the company’s special talents. Table 5–7 shows the code for this. You use an 
image (bulletbulb.png) for the bullets in the list. The font-size of the title is set to the 
same size (large) as the previous title for consistency. You also insert margin-left styles to 
bring the section title and the unordered list in to the right. You use more margin space on 
the unordered list to account for the image bullet.

Table 5–7 HTML Code for Inserting an Unordered List 

Line HTML Tag and Text

41 <p style=”font-size: large”><span style=”margin-left: 20pt”>We can help 
you develop your:</span></p>

42

43 <div style=”margin-left: 50pt”> 

44 <ul style=”list-style-image: url(bulletbulb.png); font-size: 11pt; 
font-style: italic”>

45 <li>Patents</li> 

46 <li>Innovative ideas</li>

47 <li>Entrepreneurship efforts</li>

48 </ul>

49 </div>

The following steps show how to enter the tags for the unordered list.

  If necessary, click line 41.

 Enter the HTML code shown in Table 5–7 and then press the ENTER key twice (Figure 5–29).
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Figure 5–29
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use image 
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To Create a Horizontal Menu Bar with Text Links

The next step is to create a horizontal menu bar of text links at the bottom of the 
page that mirror the image map links. As previously discussed, it is important that a Web 
page include text links to all URLs in the image map, in the event the image does not 
download, a user is using a text reader of some sort, or a user’s browser is set to not display 
images. Notice that you use another special character entity, the tilde (~), between the 
menu options, using the character entity &sim;. 

Table 5–8 shows the HTML code used to create the horizontal menu bar. As shown 
in lines 54 through 57, the HTML code adds the menu bar to a data cell in the table. 

Table 5–8 HTML Code for Creating a Horizontal Menu Bar 

Line HTML Tag and Text

51 <table style=”margin-left: auto; margin-right: auto”>

52 <tr>

53 <td>

54 <a href=”brightidea.html”>Home</a> &sim;

55 <a href=”mailto:brightidea@isp.com”>E-mail</a> &sim;

56 <a href=”information.html”>Information</a> &sim;

57 <a href=”search.html”>Search</a>

58 </td>

59 </tr>

60 </table>

The following steps show how to create the text links at the bottom of the home page.

  If necessary, click line 51.

  Enter the HTML code shown in Table 5–8 and then press the ENTER key twice (Figure 5–30).

I notice that we use a horizontal menu bar for many projects in the book. Are there other 
ways to display a menu?

Many different ways exist to display your menu. The horizontal menu bar is used because it 
makes sense aesthetically in these projects. A great idea is to review other menu bar options 
on the Internet and view the HTML source. You can get a lot of ideas by looking at the Web 
pages and source code from other Web developers. Remember that the whole point of the 
menu bar is to provide easy navigation for your Web site visitors.
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Figure 5–30

set table left and right 
margins to auto

one-row table 
with four text 
links
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Text Links
It is very important to 
use text links on all Web 
pages in addition to 
using an image map for 
navigation. Some people 
turn graphics off while 
browsing the Web. If you 
did not have text links, 
those people could not 
access your other Web 
pages. In addition, you 
want to give your Web 
site visitors access to all 
Web pages in the Web 
site. Text links should 
provide that access.
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Accessibility
Developers should 
utilize suggestions from 
accessibility guidelines 
when developing Web 
pages. It is important 
that the Web page 
content is understandable 
and navigable. The 
W3C gives some good 
suggestions for Web site 
accessibility issues that 
should be reviewed. For 
more information about 
accessibility, visit the 
W3C Web site, or refer to 
Appendix C, Accessibility 
Standards and the Web.
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Coding the Image Map Using HTML Tags and Attributes
Thus far, the chapter has addressed three of the four steps in creating an image map: 

the menubar.jpg image to use as an image map has been selected and added to the home 
page; the hotspots have been sketched on the menubar.jpg image; and Paint was used to 
locate the x- and y-coordinates for each map area on the image that serves as a hotspot. With 
these steps completed, the fi nal step is to code the image map using HTML. Table 5–9 shows 
the two HTML tags used to create an image map, along with several key attributes of each.

Table 5–9 Tags and Tag Attributes Used to Create Image Maps

Tag Attribute Function

<map> </map> • Creates a client-side image map

name • Defi nes the map’s name

<area> • Defi nes clickable areas within a <map> element, as well as links and anchors

shape • Indicates the shape of the map area; possible values are rect, poly, and circle

coords • Indicates the x- and y-coordinates of the points bounding the map area

href • Indicates the link (URL) used for a map area 

alt • Indicates the alternate text for the image

The start <map> tag and end </map> tag defi ne the section of code that includes the 
client-side image map. The <area> tag is used to defi ne the clickable areas on the image 
map. An example of the <area> tag is:

<area shape=  "circle" coords="107,18,15" href="information.html"
 alt="Info" />brightidea.html 

where the shape attribute with the circle value defi nes the clickable map area as a circle. 
Other possible values for the shape attribute are poly (polygon) and rect (rectangle). The 
alt attribute defi nes alternate text for the image. The coords attribute indicates the pairs 
of x- and y-coordinates of the center of the circle that serve as the starting point of the 
linkable area. In a circle, you next have to determine the radius of the circle. You do that 
by selecting a point on the circumference (edge) of the circle by moving along the x-axis 
to a point on the edge of the circle. You then subtract that x-axis coordinate from the 
x-axis coordinate in the center of the circle. Finally, the href attribute designates the URL 
of the link. In this example, a Web page visitor clicking anywhere within the circle bor-
dered by the center x,y (107,18) and anywhere along the edge of the circle with the circle 
radius of 15 will link to the Web page information.html.

Creating an image map.
This is the fi nal step in the four-step process of image mapping. The HTML code is very 
 specifi c about what is required for image mapping. It only takes one coordinate that is not 
correct or one shape that is wrong for the image map not to work as intended. 

Use the <map> tag. • The <map> tag identifi es the name and ID for the image map. It 
is important that the name is spelled correctly, and that the same name is used in the 
usemap attribute in the <img> tag.

Use the <area> tag. • The <area> tag also is very important in image mapping. You 
identify the area shape and the x- and y-coordinates in this tag. Again, if even one 
number is typed incorrectly, it can make the image map nearly unusable. Image mapping 
software (described on page HTML 254) makes this a moot point because it inserts the 
coordinates for you into the HTML code.

Plan 
Ahead
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To insert the <area> tag for the circle, rectangle, and polygon shapes, such as those 
shown in Figure 5–14 on page HTML 248, the HTML code would be as follows:

<area shape=”circle” coords=”308,113,72” href=”circle.html”>
<area shape=”rect” coords=”46,35,137,208” href=”rect.html”>
<area shape=  ”poly” coords=”78,309,183,251,316,262,317,344,

136,402” href=”poly.html”>

To Create an Image Map

For the image map on the Bright Idea home page, four clickable areas are created: Home, E-mail, 
Information, and Search. All four clickable areas are circular in shape. Table 5–10 shows the HTML code used to 
create the image map for the menubar.jpg image on the home page. Line 62 defi nes the name of the image map as 
menubar, which is the name referenced in the usemap attribute of the <img> tag that added the menubar.jpg image. 
Lines 63 through 66 defi ne the four circular map areas for the image map, based on the x- and y-coordinates listed 
in Table 5–1 on page HTML 252. Each circular map area links to one of the three other Web pages on the Web site 
or to the e-mail link.

Table 5–10 HTML Code for Creating an Image Map

Line HTML Tag and Text

62 <map name=”menubar” id=”menubar”>

63 <area shape=”circle” coords=”35,18,15” href=”brightidea.html” alt=”Home” />

64 <area shape=”circle” coords=”71,18,15” href=”mailto:brightidea@isp.com” alt=”Email” />

65 <area shape=”circle” coords=”107,18,15” href=”information.html” alt=”Info” />

66 <area shape=”circle” coords=”144,18,15” href=”search.html” alt=”Search” />

67 </map>

The following step illustrates how to enter the HTML code to create the image map for the menubar.jpg image.

If necessary, click • 
line 62.

Enter the HTML code • 
shown in Table 5–10 
and press the ENTER 
key once (Figure 5–31).

For this project, I 
am using all circular 
shapes. Could I have 
used other shapes for these four clickable areas?

For these menu buttons, there really is no other shape that could be used. You may think to use a polygon shape for the 
Home link, for instance, but that would make the clickable area too small.

Could I have used other x- and y-coordinates for this image map?

Yes. This is a very subjective part of image mapping. You need to select the points in the boundaries that make sense 
to you. Just make sure that the points also will make sense to your Web page visitors. Also, take care not to overlap the 
points or you will end up with false results.
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Figure 5–31
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To Save the HTML File

With the HTML code for the Bright Idea home page complete, you should re-save 
the fi le. 

  Click the Save icon on the Notepad++ tool bar to save the most recent version of 
brightidea.html on the same storage device and in the same folder as the last time 
you saved it.

1

To Validate a Web Page

  Open Internet Explorer and navigate to the Web site validator.w3.org.

  Click the Validate by File Upload tab.

  Click the Browse button.

  Locate the brightidea.html fi le on your storage device and click the fi le name.

  Click the Open button in the Choose File to Upload dialog box and the fi le name will be 
inserted into the File box.

  Click the Check button.

1
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4

5

6

Viewing the Web Page and Testing Links
After you save the HTML fi le for the Bright Idea home page, it should be viewed in 

a browser to confi rm the Web page appears as desired. It also is important to test the four 
links on the Bright idea home page to verify they function as expected.

To View a Web Page

  In Internet Explorer, click the Address bar to select the URL on the Address bar.

  Type g:\Chapter05\ChapterFiles\brightidea.html on the Address bar of your 
browser and press ENTER to display the Web page (Figure 5–32 on the next page).

Why do the Information and Search links work already?

These links work because the fi les information.html and search.html are stored in the 
Chapter05\ChapterFiles folder of the Data Files for Students. 
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To Test Links on a Web Page

  With the home page displayed in the browser, point to the e-mail link, brightidea@isp.com 
and click the link to open the default e-mail program with the address brightidea@isp.com 
in the To: text box.

  Click the Close button in the New Message window. If a dialog box asks if you want to 
save changes, click No.

  With the USB fl ash drive in drive G, click the Information link from the home page 
just created. Click back to the Home page from there, using either the image map or 
the text link. Next, click the other link to test the additional Web page provided in 
the Data Files for Students (search.html). Test the links back to the Home page from 
those Web pages. 

1
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3

Figure 5–32

To Print an HTML File

After your HTML code has passed validation, it is a good idea to make a hard copy 
printout of it. 

  Click the Notepad++ button on the taskbar to activate the Notepad++ window.

  Click File on the menu bar and then click the Print command, and then click the Print 
button to print a hard copy of the HTML code (Figure 5–33).
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Testing
Especially with image 
maps, it is important 
to test the Web page 
thoroughly in the browser. 
If one incorrect number 
is typed as an x- or 
y-coordinate, the entire 
image map can be wrong 
as a result. Make sure 
that the clickable area is 
exactly where you want 
it to be by testing your 
Web pages.
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Figure 5–33
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Creating an External Style Sheet
With the home page complete, the next step is to create an external style sheet that is 
linked to all pages in the Web site. You already added the link statement into the HTML 
code in the brightidea.html fi le on line 10. This statement tells the browser to link to the 
external (linked) style sheet named styles5.css. If there is no styles5.css fi le available, as is 
the case at this time, then the styles used are the default styles, as shown in Figure 5–34a. 
Once you create the styles5.css external style sheet, your Web page looks like that shown 
in Figure 5–34b. 

Planning an external style sheet.
The home page is complete, but some style details are lacking. It is important to maintain a 
consistent look across a Web site. By creating an external style sheet, you can maintain that 
consistent look with great style. 

Determine what styles you want to use. • As you have seen, there are many styles that 
you can use to enhance your Web site (see Appendix D). Some that you can utilize in this 
Web site are:

° Font family – maintaining a consistent font family is very important because the style 
of font is what you see the most across a Web site.

° Font size – for the same reason as above, you should maintain consistency in font size; 
there are exceptions to this, especially in titles on the Web page.

° Margins – it is helpful to utilize margins to help defi ne the structure of a Web page.

° Borders around links – you do not always want to see borders around images that you 
use as links; setting the border to zero is sometimes better style.

Plan 
Ahead

(a)  Home page 
before external 
style sheet is 
created.

Figure 5–34
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To create an external style sheet, you fi rst have to start a new fi le in Notepad++. 
Remember from Chapter 4 that an external style sheet does not need the initial HTML 
DOCTYPE tags that you use for all Web pages. The external style sheet contains only the 
code for the various styles that you want to use across a Web site. 

(b)  Home page after 
external style 
sheet is created.

Figure 5–34 (continued)

To Create an External Style Sheet

 Table 5–11 contains the CSS code for the external style sheet that is used in all Web pages. Lines 1 and 2 
defi ne the font- family and font-size for the Web page. Lines 4 and 5 set the right and left margins to 20 points. 
That will give 20 points of space from the edge of the Web page to the start of the text in a paragraph. Lines 8 and 
11 set the font-size for links to nine point with no text-decoration (no underline). Line 13 sets the border around 
images to zero.

Table 5–11 Code for External Style Sheet

Line CSS Properties and Values

1 body {font-family: Arial, Verdana, Garamond;

2  font-size: 11 pt}

3

4 p {margin-left: 20pt;

5  margin-right: 20pt;

6  font-size: 11pt}

7

8 a {font-size: 9pt;

9  margin-left: auto;

10  margin-right: auto;

11  text-decoration: none}

12

13 img  {border: 0px}

no border

styles as 
inserted into 
styles5.css
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The following step shows how to create an external style sheet.

To Save and Print the CSS File

  With a USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then click 
Save As. Type styles5.css in the File name text box.

  If necessary, click UDISK (G:) or your storage device in the Save in list. Click the Chapter05 
folder and then double-click the ChapterFiles folder in the list of available folders. Click 
the Save button in the Save As dialog box.

  Click File on the menu bar and then click Print Now on the File menu (Figure 5–36).
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Figure 5–35

Figure 5–36

If necessary, click the • 
Notepad++ button on 
the taskbar.

Click the New button • 
on the toolbar.

Enter the HTML code • 
shown in Table 5–11 
(Figure 5–35).
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To View the Web Page

  Click the Internet Explorer button on the taskbar.

  Click the Information area on the menu bar image map to display the Web page, as 
shown in Figure 5–37.

1

2

Figure 5–37

To Test and Print the Web Page

  Click the Home link (either text or from the image map) on the Information Web page.

  Click the Print button on the Command bar to print the Web page.

  Click to test the other links, both text and those on the menu bar. If any of the links do 
not work correctly, return to Notepad++ to modify the HTML code, save the changes, and 
then retest the links in the browser.
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To Quit Notepad++ and a Browser

  In Notepad++, click the File menu, then Close All.

  Click the Close button on the Notepad++ title bar.

  Click the Close button on the browser title bar. If necessary, click the Close all tabs button.
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sample 
Information page
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you have learned how to develop a Web site that utilizes image mapping 
from the home page to create three clickable areas. The items listed below include all the 
new HTML skills you have learned in this chapter.

 1. Start Paint (HTML 249)
 2. Open an Image File in Paint 

(HTML 251)
 3. Locate X- and Y-Coordinates of an 

Image (HTML 252)
 4. Insert a Special Character (HTML 260)

 5. Insert an Image to Use as an Image 
Map (HTML 261)

 6. Create an Image Map (HTML 266)
 7. Create an External Style Sheet 

(HTML 271)

Learn It Online

Test your knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Instructions: To complete the Learn It Online exercises, start your browser, click the Address bar, and 
then enter the Web address scsite.com/html6e/learn. When the HTML Learn It Online page 
is displayed, click the link for the exercise you want to complete and read the instructions.

Chapter Reinforcement TF, MC, and SA
A series of true/false, multiple choice, and short 
answer questions that test your knowledge of the 
chapter content.

Flash Cards
An interactive learning environment where 
you identify chapter key terms associated with 
displayed defi nitions.

Practice Test
A series of multiple choice questions that test your 
knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Who Wants To Be a Computer Genius?
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter content in the style of a 
television quiz show.

Wheel of Terms
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter key terms in the style of the 
television show, Wheel of Fortune.

Crossword Puzzle Challenge
A crossword puzzle that challenges your 
knowledge of key terms presented in the chapter.

Quick Reference
For a list of special 
characters, see the Symbols 
and Characters Quick 
Reference (Appendix F) at 
the back of this book, or 
visit the Quick Reference 
Web page for this book 
(scsite.com/HTML6e/qr).

B
T
W
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Apply Your Knowledge 

Reinforce the skills and apply the concepts you learned in this chapter.

Adding an Image Map to a Web Page
Problem: You decide to use your image mapping skills to create a Web page that describes your 
company’s sales fi gures for the year. You plan to create a Web page similar to the one shown in 
Figure 5–38, with the fi le barchart.png (note the different image type) as an image map that links to 
four Web pages with information on the various sales for the four quarters of the year.

Figure 5–38

Instructions: Start Paint and Notepad++. Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Paint, open the fi le barchart.png from the Chapter05\Apply folder of the Data Files for 

Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the Data Files for 
Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les. 

 2. Each area on the bar chart image is a rectangular area. Use good judgment when planning the 
shapes of your image map, ensuring that no clickable areas overlap from one rectangular shape into 
another and that each shape makes sense for its respective area. Using Paint, estimate the x- and 
y-coordinates necessary to create four clickable areas on the barchart.png image. Write down these 
coordinates for later use.

 3. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Apply 5-1 in the title section. Add the 
heading and text, as shown in Figure 5–38. Use the broken vertical bar (see Appendix F) to separate 
the text links.

 4. Begin the body section by adding a header with #000064 as the color. Use Paint to determine the 
dimensions of the image for the <img> tag. Align the image so that it is to the right of the text.

Continued >

heading in
color #000064

menu bar with text 
links using broken 
vertical bars as 
separators

image
map
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 5. Use the usemap attribute usemap="#chart" in the <img> tag.

 6. Enter the <map> </map> tags required to create the image map named chart.

 7. Enter the <area> tags required to defi ne four clickable areas on the image barchart.png. Use the 
x- and y-coordinates determined in Step 2 and set the href attribute to link to the sample.html fi le 
from the Data Files for Students or create your own secondary Web pages.

 8. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter05\Apply folder using the fi le name apply5-1solution.html 
Validate the Web page(s) using W3C. Print the HTML fi le.

 9. Open the fi le apply 5-1solution.html in your browser and test the image map and text links to 
verify they link to the correct Web pages.

 10. Print the main Web page and the three linked Web pages.

 11. Submit the completed HTML fi les and Web pages in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Extend Your Knowledge

Extend the skills you learned in this chapter and experiment with new skills. 

Creating an Image Map
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le extend5-1.html from the Chapter05\Extend folder of 
the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the 
Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les. 
The extend5-1.html fi le is a partially completed HTML fi le that needs to be completed. Figure 5–39 
shows the Extend Your Knowledge Web page as it should appear in your browser after it is completed. 

Perform the following tasks:

 1. Enter the URL G:\Chapter05\Extend\extend5-1.html to view the Web page in your browser.

 2. Examine the HTML fi le and its appearance as a Web page in the browser.

 3. Using Paint, open the fi le samerica.jpg from the Chapter05\Extend folder. Determine the x- and 
y-coordinates necessary to create three clickable areas on the map image, one each for Argentina, 
Brazil, and Peru. You may either use rectangle or polygon shapes for the three areas. 

 4. Add HTML code to the extend5-1.html fi le to create an image map that links each clickable area 
on the map image to an external Web page of your choice. 

 5. Create a Web page for one of the countries. Research information about the country and include 
some interesting facts. Include some images on the secondary Web page, but be aware of copyright 
laws governing their use. 

 6. Add code to create a horizontal menu bar, as shown in Figure 5–39. 

Apply Your Knowledge continued
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Figure 5–39

header fi le

horizontal 
menu bar

image map of South America; 
three countries used as hotspots: 
Argentina, Brazil, and Peru

 7. Save the revised fi le in the Chapter05\Extend folder using the fi le name extend5-1solution.html.

 8. Validate the Web pages to assure that you are in compliance with current standards.

 9. Test the links completely.

 10. Print the revised HTML fi le.

 11. Enter the URL G:\Chapter05\Extend\extend5-1solution.html to view the Web page in your browser.

 12. Print the Web page.

 13. Submit the completed HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.
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Figure 5–40

use getaway.gif 
for image map

have a text link 
for each image 
map link

Make It Right

Analyze a document and correct all errors and/or improve the design.

Correcting the Travel Agency Web Page
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le makeitright5-1.html from the Chapter05\MakeItRight 
folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on 
downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the 
required fi les. The Web page is a modifi ed version of what you see in Figure 5–40. Make the necessary 
corrections to the Web page to make it look like the fi gure. The Web page uses the image getaway.gif. 
Add four text links at the bottom of the Web page, as shown in Figure 5–40, using Table 5–12 for link 
name suggestions and URLs. Submit the completed HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed 
by your instructor. 

Table 5–12 Image Map Coordinates, URLs, and Text Links

Text Link Image Map Coordinates URL

Ski & Snow 55,96,253,134 http://www.coloradoski.com/

Surf & Sun 301,93,497,134 http://www.nationalgeographicexpeditions.com/

Golf & Spa 55,161,244,201 http://www.seasidegolf.com/

Adventure 283,158,498,195 http://www.abercrombiekent.com/index.cfm 
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In the Lab

Lab 1: Creating an Earth-Friendly Web Page
Problem: You are very involved in making your home and school eco friendly. You decide to create a 
Web page similar to the Web page in Figure 5–41, with the fi le earthfriendly.jpg as an image map that 
links to six Web pages of your choosing.

Instructions: Start Paint and Notepad++. Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Paint, open the fi le earthfriendly.jpg from the Chapter05\IntheLab folder.

 2. Determine the x- and y-coordinates necessary to create six rectangular clickable areas on the 
graphical image, one for each of the six areas, including three recycle bags, two link bars (re-use and 
say no), and a trash can. Write down these coordinates for later use.

 3. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Lab 5-1 in the title section. Add the text 
links, as shown in Figure 5-41.

 4. Insert the image earthfriendly.jpg. Use the usemap attribute usemap="#ecomenu" in the <img> tag.

 5. Enter the <map> </map> tags required to create the image map named ecomenu.

 6. Enter the <area> tags required to defi ne six rectangular clickable areas on the earthfriendly.jpg 
image. Use the x- and y-coordinates determined in Step 2 and set the href attribute to display the 
sample.html Web page provided in the Data Files for Students. 

 7.  For a bonus project, link the elements to relevant Web sites of your choosing.

Figure 5–41
Continued >

earthfriendly.jpg 
as image map

fi nd a relevant 
Web page to 
link to
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In the Lab

Lab 2: Mapping Currency
Problem: You are learning about different denominations of money in your economics class. You 
decide to create a Web site that displays information about four different currencies (dollar, Euro, yen, 
and pound). Use your image mapping skills to create a Web page that has four circular links. You plan 
to create a Web page similar to the one shown in Figure 5–42, with the fi le moneymap.jpg as an image 
map that links to four Web pages (dollar.html, euro.html, yen.html, and pound.html) that contain one 
statement each of information about the selected currency.

Instructions: Start Paint and Notepad++. Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Paint, open the fi le moneymap.jpg from the Chapter05\IntheLab folder.

 2. Each area on the image is a circular shape. Use good judgment when planning the shapes of your 
image map, ensuring that no clickable areas overlap from one circular shape into another and 
that each shape makes sense for its respective area. Using Paint, estimate the x- and y-coordinates 
necessary to create four circular clickable areas on the moneymap.jpg image. 

 3. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Lab 5-2 in the title section. Add the 
heading and text, as shown in Figure 5–42.

 4. Begin the body section by adding a one-row, two-data-cell table. Center the text in the right-hand 
data cell. Make sure to include the special characters (see Appendix F) for the Euro, yen, and pound 
in the paragraph of text, as shown in Figure 5–42. (Why is there no special character needed for the 
dollar sign?) The e-mail text and link should be a paragraph below the table.

 5. Use the usemap attribute usemap="#moneymap" in the <img> tag.

 6. Enter the <map> </map> tags required to create the image map named moneymap.

 7. Enter the <area> tags required to defi ne four circular clickable areas on the image moneymap.jpg. 
Use the x- and y-coordinates determined in Step 2 and set the href attribute to link to the four Web 
pages provided as fi les in the Data Files for Students or create your own secondary Web page. For 
bonus points, insert relevant information in the four linked-to Web pages.

 8. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter05\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab5-2solution.html. 
Validate the Web page(s) using W3C. Print the HTML fi le.

 9. Open the fi le lab5-2solution.html in your browser and test the image map and text links to verify 
they link to the correct Web pages.

 10. Print the main Web page and the four linked Web pages.

 11. Submit the completed HTML fi les and Web pages in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

 8. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter05\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab5-1solution.html. 
Validate the Web page using W3C. Print the HTML fi le.

 9. Open the fi le lab5-1solution.html in your browser and test the image map and text links to verify 
they link to the correct Web pages.

 10. Print the main Web page and the three linked Web pages.

 11. Submit the completed HTML fi les and Web pages in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab continued
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Figure 5–42

In the Lab

Lab 3: Creating an Exercise Web Page
Problem: You are trying to lead a healthier lifestyle, and have researched how many calories are burned 
for six different activities, based on a person’s weight. To help others who are also interested in the 
benefi ts of exercise, you create a Web site with a home page similar to Figure 5–43 on the next page.

Instructions: Start Paint and Notepad++. Perform the following tasks:
 1. Using Paint, open the fi le exercisemap.jpg from the Chapter05\IntheLab folder of the Data Files 

for Students.

 2. Using Paint, determine the x- and y-coordinates necessary to create six clickable areas on the map 
image, using rectangular-shaped areas. Write down these coordinates for later use.

 3. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Lab 5-3 in the main heading section.

 4.  Begin the body section by adding the exercisemap.jpg image, as shown in Figure 5–43.

 5. Use the usemap attribute usemap="#menubar" in the <img> tag.

 6. Enter the <map> </map> tags required to create the image map named menubar.

create four 
clickable hotspots, 
one for each type 
of currency

use special character 
to separate text links

include dollar, Euro, 
yen, and pound 
symbols in text

Continued >
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Figure 5–43

 7. Enter the <area> tags required to defi ne six clickable areas on the image exercisemap.jpg. Use the 
x- and y-coordinates determined in Step 2 and set the href attribute to use the URLs for the six 
exercise activity Web pages you have identifi ed for the six different activities. Link the clickable 
areas to Web pages named: hiking.html, jumping.html, playingball.html, skiing.html, water.html, 
and yoga.html. 

 8. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter05\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab5-3solution.html. 
Validate the Web page. Print the HTML fi le. 

 9. Create the six Web pages to correspond with the links, naming them as shown above. Use the 
Word document lab5-3ActivityChart.doc from the Data Files for Students to fi nd the calories 
burned by weight for each activity.

 10.  Open the fi le lab5-3solution.html in your browser and test the image map and text links to 
verify they link to the correct Web pages.

 11.  Print the main Web page and the six linked Web pages.

 12. Submit the completed HTML fi les and Web pages in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

create six 
rectangular 
hotspots 
linking to 
other pages

In the Lab continued
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Cases and Places

Apply your creative thinking and problem-solving skills to design and implement a solution. 

• EASIER    •• MORE DIFFICULT

• 1: Completing the Bright Ideas Web Site
The Board of Directors for the Bright Idea company likes the home page of the new Web site. They 
want you to create more fi nal versions of the Information and Search pages. For the Information page, 
you should search for similar companies and add samples of what you found onto the Information 
page. Save and validate the Web page with the additional information. Submit it in the format specifi ed 
by your instructor. For the Search page, you should review how to best handle a search function on a 
Web page. What resources are out there for companies to use for searches of their Web sites? (Hint: 
Try “powered by Google.”) Note any information that you fi nd in a paper and discuss what needs to be 
done to have an effective search function. Submit in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

• 2: Promoting Library Services
The marketing director of your community library wants to create a new graphical home page that 
highlights the different services that the library provides, including: book reserve, video rentals, 
available meeting rooms, and computers with Internet access. Using the books.jpg image from the 
Chapter05\CasesandPlaces folder of the Data Files for Students, create a Web page. First, open the 
books.jpg image in Paint to determine hotspots that you can use as three or four links. For a higher 
level of diffi culty, use the Text tool in Paint to add relevant words onto the books for those links. (Hint: 
Search the Paint Help utility for the word Text.) From those hotspots, create links to subsequent Web 
pages that describe the services. Be sure to include text links at the bottom of the page to mirror the 
links in the image map.

•• 3: Browsing with Images Turned Off
As discussed in this chapter, some Web site visitors turn graphics off while browsing. Find out how 
extensive this practice might be by researching statistics online that show the number of Web users 
who turn graphics off when they browse. With this information in hand, search the Web to fi nd 
three Web sites that utilize image maps. Track the time that it takes to load the three Web pages with 
image maps. Turn off graphics in your browser (in Internet Explorer, click Tools on the Command 
bar and click Internet Options, and then click the Advanced tab; scroll down and click Show pictures 
under Multimedia to deselect it). Next, clear the browser’s history (in Internet Explorer, click Tools on 
the Command bar and Internet Options, and then click the Delete button under Browsing history). 
Reload each of the three Web pages and again track the time it takes for the pages to load, this time 
without images. Determine if the Web pages load more quickly with images off. Review each Web page 
and determine if you can use all of the links despite having graphics turned off.

•• 4: Researching Image Mapping Software

Make It Personal
You are very interested in fi nding out more information about some of the image mapping software 
tools listed in Table 5–2 on page HTML 254. Review the information about each tool listed, including 
any associated costs, free trial version availability, platform(s) supported, and ease of use. If a free trial 
version is offered at any of the Web sites and you are using your own computer (or your instructor 
or lab coordinator allows it), download the software and use it to create an image map. Compare the 
technique of using these tools to the technique used in this chapter using Paint. Write a synopsis of the 
available products, including any associated costs, free trial version availability, platform(s) supported, 
and ease of use.

Continued >
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•• 5: Creating a Team Image Map

Working Together
Each member of your team should fi nd an image that depicts the members of the team and can be 
used as an image map. The image could have areas that represent the different areas in which you are 
majoring, the sports or clubs of which you are members, or even personal interests. If you cannot fi nd 
one image that suffi ces, you can use Paint (or another graphic editing tool) to combine relevant images 
that you found, making your own image map. Once you have an image map, sketch out the areas that 
you would use as hotspots. Use that image map to link these hotspots to your own personal Web pages.

Cases and Places continued
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